Introduction
To increase saety and improve misio effectivens during low-altitude helicopter flight, NASA Ames Research Center in conjunction with the U.S. Army has been developing automation tools to aist pilots in detecting obstacles and planning obstacle-free flight paths. The most challenging mode of low-altitude flight is Nap-ofthe-Earth (NOE) flight, characterized by lateral maneuvers below tree-top level im order to conceal the helicopter behind available terrain or man-made objects. An online sensor to gather obstacle information is required for pilot-aiding during NOE flight bee exist a priori terrain data such as digital maps (1) suffer from inaccuracies larger than the vehicle's altitude, (2) have insuffident resolution to show obstacles such as trees and buildings, and (3) cannot easily account for changes in the terrain such as the growth of new trees or the construction of new buildings. Vision sensors are desirable for obtaining the online obstacle information due to their pasive nature and relatively large field of view.
The classification of obstacles is unnecessary for accomplishing the obstacle avoidance tassk because it is suffident to avoid all obstacles regardless of identity. It is therefore required only that the vision system provide position information for each object in the field of view. In practice the vison system attempts to compute a range map depicting the distance to the terrain for each point in the field of view.
A common approach to this problem makes use of an image sequence collected from a single moving camera and in some cases the camera's motion informatio.-Small region of interest (called features) are identified in an image, the feature's location is tracked in successive images, and a recursive filter is used to estimate range and/or camera motion [1, 2, 3] . The authors have previonly developed an algorithm of this dass and evaluated its peiformance with helicopter flight data as described in [4, 5, 6] . A major limitation of this approach is that range information cannot be obtained along the instantaneous. direction of motion ancd, in practice, reliable range information cannot be obtained even for objects lying near the direction of motion. This limitation can be overcome through the use of multiple cameras mounted so their baseine is roughly normal to the motion direction (7, 8] .
A hybrid motion/stereo algorithm is presented in this paper which allows range refinement through recursive range estimation while avoiding loss of range information in the direction-of travel.
The extended Kalman filter provides a convenient structure for the implementation of motion/stereo rangeestimation. The Kalman filter allows for range refinement -through recursive estimation. Furthermore, the range prediction generated during the time -update serves to constrain the search area required to locate the featurein future images.
A low-altitude helicopter fight experiment has been conducted to obtain realistic data for evaluating the motion/stereo algorithm. 
Flight Experiment
The hdicopter it experiment conducted to provide raw data ad independent truth measurements for development ad validation of pasive rang algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 . The resulting data set indcludes video imagery from two monochrome video camera, helicopter motion data from aonboard inertial naiation system (INS), true range measurements obtained with a Figure 3) 
